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Школьная олимпиада по английскому языку
Олимпиада по английскому языку состоит из 4 видов :

• Аудирование ( время выполнения задания -  15 мин, максимальный 
балл -1 5 ) ;

® Чтение (время выполнения -  30 мин, максимальный балл -  15)
Лексика -  грамматика ( время выполнения заданий -  20 мин, 
максимальный балл - 15);

• Письмо ( время выполнения 25 мин, максимальный балл - 20)

Общее время работы -  90 мин .

Все ответы выполняются на листе с заданиями.

Максимальное количество баллов- 65. 

Желаем успеха !



7-8 Listening Comprehension 2021-2022

Time 15 minutes

Task 1

Listen to the message and answer the guest ions

1. Why did Barbara call Carol ?
A) She got the latter’s message

§Just for fan
To tell her a joke 

D) She was free

2. Why did Carol not answer? Because her mobile phone was.,. .

A) Broken B) stolen C) on (B>) off

3. What was the matter with Carol?

A) Stressed B) in despair c )  ill D) in a bad mood

4. Why couldn’t Barbara visit Carol? Because Caro! was . . . .

A) Against B))in quarantine C) in hospital D) abroad

5. How did Carol feel without studies in Barbara’s opinion?

A) Happy B) Scared C)Bored D) Disappointed

6. What did Carol want Barbara to tell her about?

A) Gossip B)Jhomework C) A piece of advice D) The latest news

7. What language does Carol Study?

A) Japanese B) Russian (C^French D)German

8. Which subject does Millis teach ?

A) FrenchQ3)Math’s C) history D) Geography

9. What day was Miss Willis busy on ? On .. . .

^Thursday B) Friday C) Saturday D) Monday

10. When cold Carol call Miss Willis?

A) in the morning B) in the afternoon C)) in the evening D) At any time
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Task 2

Вы два раза услышите четыре коротких диалога, обозначенных 
буквами А, В, С, D. Установите соответствие между диалогами и местами, 
где они происходят: к каждому диалогу подберите соответствующее 
место действия, обозначенное цифрами. Используйте каждое место 
действия из списка 1-5 только один раз. В задании есть одно лишнее 
место действия.

1. On a skating rink
2. At a concert
3. On a street
4. In a library
5. In a classroom

Запишите в таблицу выбранные цифры под соответствующими буквами.

А В С D
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Reading Comprehension 

Task 1.

Read the text ajbout England’s oldest cheese and answer the questions:

Cheese, did you know?.. When milk turns sour or cur dies, it separates into thin, 
runny liquid and white, fatty lumps .The liquid is called whey and the lumps are 
called curds. The curds are used to make cheese. It takes approximately ten liters 
o’f milk to make one liter of cheese. Cheddar, one of England’s oldest cheeses, is 
made from cow’s milk. The cheese originates from the village of Cheddar in 
Somerset, south west England. Cheddar has been produced since at least the 12 th 
century. Cheddar was actually considered a luxury product until the 19 th century 
when Joseph Harding, a Somerset dairyman, invented a cheese mill capable of 
mass production .Cheddar is ripened for up to two years .The French cheese, brie, 
on the other hand, takes only a month to ripen. Swiss cheese is full of holes. 
Bacteria in the cheese give off bubbles of gas, which make the holes. Thanks to 
cartoons, many children think the holes are made by mice! Cheese- makers often 
combine cheeses to make new ones.

1. How many parts does milk separate into?
|V^Two B) Three C) Four(f)))Five

2. Whtn does milk start separating ? When it goes . . . .

®  sour B) salty C) bitter D) sweet

3. What are the lumps called ?

A)Liquid B) Whey C) Fat (5)Curds

4. How much milk is needed to make one liter of cheese ? About... liters.

A)1 B)2 C)3 (5)10

5. Where was cheddar cheese first made ? In the ... of England.

A) south B) west (6) southwestl^northeast

6. When did they begin to make it ? ... century .

A) in the 17 th >yf$) in the 19 th

C) in the 11 th (5) in the 12 th

7. When did cheddar start to be produced on a large scale ?... century.

in the 12 th (B) in the 19 th QBefore the 19 th D)Before the 12 th

8. How long does it take cheddar to be ready?



(X) Two years В) Two months C) A year D) A month

9. How long does it take brie to be fully developed ?

A) Two years B) Two months C) A year (D) A month

10. Which of the above-mentioned cheeses is full of holes? 

A) American B) French C) Swiss D)English
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READING -12 баллов (1 балл за правильный ответ), 15 минут

Task 2. Read the text about the people who use computers. For questions 1- 
12, choose from

the people A-D. The people may be chosen more than once.

Which of the people uses a computer?

1. to find out about business competitors? D

2. for planning rough copies of their work?

3. to create better pictures?

4. While on a journey? /f

• c

5. to catch up on new things in their specialist areas? £»

6. because other people rely on you to have one? p f  A)

7. to reduce feelings of loneliness? A  Jt)

8. even though it does not feel very individual?

9. because it cuts down on costs?



10. even though it is not the latest model? /у

11. to advertise what they do? @j

12. because they’ve depended on one for so long? tb 

A л
I’m a poet and I spend a large part of my life travelling around the world. I have a 
laptop computer, which means I can work on trains or buses, wherever I happen to 
be. My poems ways begin in a notebook (and I mean the paper variety) where they 
stay for a while, moving from notes I have made, sometimes just individual words 
and phrases, to more developed pieces. The only way I can keep in touch with my 
family and also stay in contact with other writers is by using e-mail. Actually, I 
also use e-mail for sending work -  poems, articles, reviews -  to magazines, 
publishers and newspapers. Through my PC I am in constant communication with 
writers all over the world and we’re able to swap poems and ideas within seconds. 
It’s brilliant.

В

I’m my own boss and I run my business from home. I bought a computer when I 
set up the company a couple of years ago, and I know that I couldn’t operate 
without one. In any case very one expects you to have a computer these days. The 
first thing I do in the morning is check my e-mail. I get about 40 e-mails a day; 
using e-mail is often much more convenient for communicating with my 
customers. It means you can choose when to reply, unlike the telephone, which 
interrupts whatever you happen to be doing when it rings. My computer helps me 
manage my time better, but it is not as personal as a phone call. I also use the 
internet for finding out what other companies like mine are offering. Once upon a 
time I would have asked for a company’s brochure or information pack, but 
nowadays most companies advertise on their own websites.

C

I am 12 years old and in my first year at secondary school. My parents have 
recently bought a new computer, so they let me have their old one, which is still 
very good. It has made a big difference to the way I do things, particularly my 
school work. It is a quick and easy way to do my homework. Instead of having to 
draw pictures I can get them from the art work package on the computer and just 
add them to whatever it is I need to illustrate. It also saves mess -  no rubbing out 
and no cutting things up. My computer also has an internet connection which gives 
me access to all sorts of information. I can also use the encyclopedia and dictionary 
that are on the computer. Lastly, my computer has lots of games which I can play 
after I have done my homework.



D

I love computers. I owned one of the early laptops and today I have both a PC and 
a laptop. My life as a freelance musician would be a real struggle without my 
computers. I have to run myself like a small business, and I simply wouldn’t be 
able to do that without a computer. You have to keep in touch with music agents, 
concert promoters and conductors, and there are lots of letters to write. I use my 
computer to send out information about myself each week by e-mail. I can even 
send a picture of myself that way too. It saves a lot of money on stationery, stamps 
and soon. I also keep all my accounts up-to-date on it and use the internet to 
research new music. The other thing I love about having a computer is that being a 
professional musician can be a solitary business, because you spend a lot of time 
on your own at home. My e-mail is like having a friend in the flat.

3 Use of English

Task 1

Use the words given in the capitals at the end of each line to form a word that 
fits in the space in the same line.

The area’s most important early 1/7 b / - 0  Г set a
pattern that has VISIT

continued for centuries. There
amongst

is a general
BELIEVE 4

people, that Florida is a good place to go.

In fact, it is almost / rv) PO $£ 1 h! not to enjoy yourself1
in Florida today POSSIBLE

After all, few people would have in finding it on a map DIFFICULTY

Task ICompIete the sentences with one word.

1. Why don’t you borrow a pencil y? p-fl ;v Someone else?

2 .1 don’t think I can cope ,ч у ̂  Studying and having a job at the same time.



3. My uncle asked me help him translate a menu from English — — Russian.

4. This area is famous its cheese and its bread.

5 .1 don’t know very much $ I , r;, и i  cooking, but I can make an omelets!

6. We were waiting outside the stadium f  & R a long time before they
finale let us m.

7. I was really scared when I took part ) h_______ the singing competition
last year.

Task 3

For items 1-5 replace the words in italics wish the suitable phrasal verbs from 
the box below.

A. Ring up B. Look after C . get back D. look up
E. go on

1. I’ll take care of the child.
2. At what time shall we return?
3. They will telephone as soon as they arrive.
4. The teacher asked the pupil to continue reading.
5. I mast search for this word in the dictionary.

№ A. B. c. D. E.
1 f
2 ±
3 + f  —
4 •f *”
5
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Writing 'f 3 f

Write a description of a sports event you have seen recently 

Write:
- When and where the event took place;

- Who took part in it;

- How you liked the event.

Write 80-100 words.

Vc? г


